We give two different notions of deadlock for systems based on active objects and futures. One is based on blocked objects and conforms with the classical definition of deadlock by Coffman, Jr. et al. The other one is an extended notion of deadlock based on blocked processes which is more general than the classical one. We introduce a technique to prove deadlock freedom of systems of active objects. To check deadlock freedom an abstract version of the program is translated into Petri nets. Extended deadlocks, and then also classical deadlock, can be detected via checking reachability of a distinct marking. Absence of deadlocks in the Petri net constitutes deadlock freedom of the concrete system.
Introduction
The increasing importance of distributed systems demands flexible communication between distributed components. In programming languages like Erlang [3] and Scala [13] asynchronous method calls by active objects have successfully been introduced to better combine object-orientation with distributed programming, with a looser coupling between a caller and a callee than in the tightly synchronized (remote) method invocation model. In [5] so-called futures are used to manage return values from asynchronous calls. Futures can be accessed by means of either a get or a claim primitive: the first one blocks the object until the return value is available, while the second one is not blocking as the control is released. The combination of blocking and non-blocking mechanisms to access to futures may give rise to complex deadlock situations which require a rigorous formal analysis. In this paper we give two different notions of deadlock for systems based on active objects and futures. One is based on blocked objects and conforms with the classical definition of deadlock by Coffman, Jr. et al [8] . The other one is an extended notion of deadlock based on blocked processes which is more general than the classical one. We introduce a technique to prove deadlock freedom of models of active objects by a translation of an abstraction of the model into Petri nets. Extended deadlocks, and then also classical deadlock, can be detected via checking reachability of a distinct marking. Absence of deadlocks in the Petri net constitutes deadlock freedom of the concrete system.
The formally defined language that we consider is Creol [15] (Concurrent Reflective Object-oriented Language). It is an object oriented modeling language designed for specifying distributed systems. A Creol object provides a high-level abstraction of a dedicated processor and thus encapsulates an execution thread. Different objects communicate only by asynchronous method calls, i.e., similar to message passing in Actor models [12] ; however in Creol, the caller can poll or wait for return values which are stored in future variables. An initial configuration is started by executing a run method (which is not associated to any class). The active objects in the systems communicate by means of method calls. When receiving a method call a new process is created to execute the method. Methods can have processor release points which define interleaving points explicitly. When a process is executing, it is not interrupted until it finishes or reaches a release point. Release points can be conditional: if the guard at a release point evaluates to true, the process keeps the control, otherwise, it releases the processor and becomes disabled as long as the guard is not true. Whenever the processor is free, an enabled process is nondeterministically selected for execution, i.e., scheduling is left unspecified in Creol in favor of more abstract modeling.
In order to define an appropriate notion of deadlock for Creol, we start by considering the most popular definition of deadlock that goes back to an example titled deadly embrace given by Dijkstra [7] and the formalization and generalization of this example given by Coffman Jr. et al. [8] . Their characterization describes a deadlock as a situation in a program execution where different processes block each other by denial of resources while at the same time requesting resources. Such a deadlock can not be resolved by the program itself and keeps the involved processes from making any progress.
A more general characterization by Holt [14] focuses on the processes and not on the resources. According to Hold a process is deadlocked if it is blocked forever. This characterization subsumes Coffman Jr.'s definition. A process waiting for a resource held by another process in the circle will be blocked forever. In addition to these deadlocks Holt's definition also covers deadlocks due to infinite waiting for messages that do not arrive or conditions, e.g. on the state of an object, that are never fulfilled.
We now explain our notions of deadlock by means of an example. Consider two objects o 1 and o 2 belonging to classes c 1 and c 2 , respectively, with c 1 defining methods m 1 and m 3 and c 2 defining method m 2 . Such methods, plus the method run, are defined as follows: 
